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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

SYSTEM ANALYSES

STABILIZATION

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

AND AUTOPILOT DESIGN FOR AUTOMATIC ROLL

OF A SUl?ERSONICPILOTLESS AIRCRAFT

By Jacob Zarovsky

System analyses and autopilot design procedure have been carried
out for a supersonic pilotless aircraft with tuin jet engines. The
autopilots investigated were a ~o-actuated. control, a gyro-actuated
control with a rate-sensing device (to provide additional dsmping), and
an electronic-hydraulic autopilot. The electronic-hydraulic autopilot
with a passive electrical lead network and suitable gain adjustment was
found to provide acceptable system characteristics =d appesrs to be a

● practical means of providing roll stabilization.

The graphical methods employed in the analysis indicate a direct
“u approach to &topilot design.

INTRODUCTION

The maneuvering characteristics of many pilotless aircraft result
in stringent roll-stabilization requirements. Flight at simultaneous
angles of attack and sideslip may induce large rolling moments due to
cross-coupling between pitching and yawing of the aircraft. (See ref-
erence 1.)

The factors in supersonic pilotless aircraft design that contribute
to efficient structures and desirable lift and drag characteristics,
such as low-aspect-ratio wings snd swept, tapered, thin wings, generally
result in poor roll damping and undesirable roll-control-surface charac-
teristics. The roll autopilot must compensate for the undesirable air-
frame characteristics if roll stabilization of an airfrsme is required.

-’ The purpxe of this paper is to present the system analysis snd
the detailed design procedure conducted in co~ection tith ro~ Posi-
tion stabilization of a supersonic pilotless aircraf% with twin jet

-“ engines. A sketch of this airframe is shown in figure 1. The wing
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efficiency has been compromised somewhat in favor of effective, low-””‘“
hinge-moment wing-tip ailerons. (See reference 2.) Compensation for z
the low aerodynamic dsmphg associated with the low-aspect-ratio delta
wing must depend-on autopilot design.

—
The only perfgmance SpeCifi-_

cations imposed on the roll stabilization systems are that roll-angle
changes (due to the expected disturbing roll torques] were not to”exceed””
10° from the reference roll attitude, and that the autopilots considered

-.

have proportional static characteristics. All other.performance charac-
teristics me Judged on a comparative basis. M~im~ control-surface
deflections were limited to ~10° on each aileron.

—

Since the airframe requires rolJ stabilization only and the auto-
pilot is not to be a control element, the airfrane-autopilot system~acts
as a regulator, and was analyzed accordingly. The aialysis was conducted
snd a satisfactory roll-autopilot design determined analytically on the
basis of estimated airframe aerodynamic and inertia characteristics,
available experimental autopilot data, and-calculated autopilot compo-
nent characteristics. Effects of variations in the E&odynamic d&mping
ad rolling inertia were considered in the snalysis. System operation
at two altitudes and Mach numbers was determined. h- general form the ““
methods of analysis and design presented herein apply also to ,pitchand
yaw stabilization.

SYMBOLS ‘“

.—

..-

—

.— —

total differential aileron deflection, degrees
--

rolling-moment variation with rolling velocity, foot-pounds

per radian/second (~L/w)

rolling-moment vsriation with aileron deflection, foot-pounds
.

. —

per radian (~/~5a)

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot

wing area, square feet .—

wing span, feet

velocity, feet per second .-

roll attitude, degrees

rate of roll, radians per second (d@/dt)

-— —

-.

-- —

. _.
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system roll-position output, degrees

control gearing ratio; value of 5a/@(@) at 0 = O; static
autopilot gain

rate-gyro static sensitivity; value of ba/~($.D) at O = Oj

degrees per degree per second

roll damping-coefficient derivative
(’#@ 9.

control moment-coefficient derivative
(/)
L5a qSb

mom~nt due to a-roll disturbance in equivalent degrees of ba

(
ha

)UIlit ‘d=%

frequency, radians per second

differential operator (d/dt)

Mach number

moment of inertia about the body center line,

G

3

slug-feet square

DESCRIPTION OF AIRFWWE-AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS

ldrframe

CONSIDERED

The airfrme requiring automatic roll stabilization is shown in
figure 1.” The jet e~nes-provide thrust for the “cruising” portion
of the flight. The wing-tip control surfaces are to be used as
ailerons only. The canard fins are to provide pitch and yaw control.

Airframe-Autopilot Systems

-“ Gyro-Actuated roll stabilization system.- The initial autopilot
choice was one of maximum simplicity that had been found capable of
stabilizing another pilotless aircraft with similsr stabilization

*
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requirements. While it would not be expected that the ssme autopilot
would give satisfactoryperformance “as is” in a new airframe and under
differing flight conditions, minor adjustments might adapt the auto-
pilot to the new system. The autopilot described in reference 2 was .:.
investigated first. This system couples a position @oscope outer
gimbal directly to the ailerons through a simple Mnkage. Thus the
aileron deflections are proportional to the roll attitude change meas-
ured by the gyrosco~.

Gyro-actuated control with rate.- This system includes the gyro-
actuated control and a rate-sensing device. In figure 11 of reference 3,
an experimentally determined response of a rate gyro-pneumatic servo-
motor combination is presented. The pneumatic servomotor valve is
positioned by the rate gyroscope gimbal and a feedback linkage from the
servo shaft. The servo output therefore is..proportionalto angulsr
velocity sensed by the rate gyro, when m = O.

Since symmetrical aileron motion is desired, the outputs of the
position- and rate-sensing elements must be added andnhen differentially
applied to the ailerons. This system is seen to require a complex
mechanical linkage to retain symmetry of aileron motion.

Electronic-hydraulic autopilot.- An autopilot consisting of a
direct-current amplifier, solenoid-operatedhydraulic ‘valve,and
hydraulic servomotor was available for bench testing. “This emplifier-
servomotor combination may be used with any type of motion-sensing
device which will relay a suitable signal to the smplifier. Motion
sensing devices would include position and rate gyroscopes, angulsr and
linesr accelerometers, and altitude and angle-of-attack sensing instru-
ments. A position gyroscope was chosen as the sensing instrument to be
used in this autopilot because of availability end because position
stabilization of the airframe is desired.

The electronic-hydraulic autopilot is more complex than the systems
previously considered and is at an additional disadvantage when compared
to the gyro-actuated control because of the hydraulic power supply
required. The outstanding advantage of this electronic-hydraulic auto-
pilot is that its characteristics may be altered readily by use of pas:
sive electrical networks, thereby adapting it to wide ranges of opration.
The hydraulic servomotor is also adaptable to wide ranges of force -

—

‘i

output.
.—>,

b

“9
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Combination of Airframe and Autopilot

b many applications, pilotless aircraft must be roll-stabilized ‘
in order to allow proper operation of control components governing the
pitching and yawing motions. The function of the roll stabilization
system is to counteract rolling torques applied to the airframe and to
maintain a reference within acceptable limits. Rolling torques may
srise because of construction asymmetry and thrust misalinement, gusts,
or aerodynsmic coupling between Dik him-aria ww@A.IEQk20.w. In SYStem
analyses, then, the motion to be inve;tigated”is the response of the
system to rolling torques ap@ied to the airframe. The manner of appli-
cation of the disturbance is important to the snalysis since the system
response would differ with the method of disturbance.
@i, to the autopilot,

A “COMUIEUld”illputj
for instsnce, might produce a different system

response than an applied roll torque, even though both disturbs.ncesare
applied to the system with the same time variation md sre of equivalent
magnitudes.

The following block diagram describes the system in its most simple
form as a servomechanism:

Disturbing
roll torque, Ld

!k ba

Autopilot

Since the complete roll.stabilization system may be activated prior to
flight and there is to be no @i (“command” input to the autopilot),
but roll torque disturbances sre e~cted, the system acts as a regu-
lator according to the definitions of reference 4.
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For @i = 0, the block diagram may be

NACA RM L51X07

La
Airfrsme

$0
.—

“

--

—

.

I ea .— I

System saalyses would be vslid using either of the-two block d~a- _
grams. Howeverj the latter diagrmn points out that the autopilot will
be, effectively, in the feedback loop when the system roll-position _
response to an applied roll torque @o/Ld is considered. system
freqUenCy responses @o/Ld(@) were determined in accordance with these

diagrams, and transient responses to the anticipated disturbiti roll
torques ‘Ld were determined frOIUthe @o/Ld(@) responses

series tec~que. —

Determination of Airframe Frequency Responses

F&equency response.- The single-deflee-of-freedo-proll

IX D2@ - ~ D@ = ‘aa~a

was assumed to define the airframe rolling characteristics.

The preceding equation may be rewritten as:

(D)

.-
—

by a Fourier

— --- —
.

equation —

.—
—

Im this form, the frequency response may be plotted directly by
—

d

substituting D = @ and employing the graphical method given in
erticle 3, chapter 8, of”reference 4. Frequency-response calculations
for a specific subsonic airframe are described in some detail in u“. .
reference 5.
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An airfrsme frequency respoti~eas plotted from the @/Ga(W)

response equation is shown in figure 2. Figure 3 presents the frequency
responses determined (for the conditions listed in table 1) in the form
of Nyquist diagrams. The Nyquist diagrams will be discussed later.

Derivatives am.dflight conditions.- The airframe requiring auto-
matic rou stabilization is shown in figure 1. Aerodynamic rolling
derivatives and inertia of the airfreme were estimated. The values of
the aileron-control-effectivenessde~ti ye C:b were estimated by

a
extrapolation of data found in references 2 mu . The variation of the
damping derivative cl of the horizontal wings with Mach number was

P I
assumed to be the same as that of the wings of references 2 and 6 and
their dampi& was esttiated by extrapolation of the data found in these
references. The vertical wings include jet e~ines and the engine
supports, and sre assumed to contribute less damping than the horizontal
wiws. The dsmping of the horizontal wings was arbitrarily increased
by 75 percent to allow for the contribution of the vertical wings. The
estimated inertia and aerodynamic parameters for the chosen flight con-
ditions are listed in table I, snd are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

.
Some variations in the const~ts appearing in the preceding equa-

tion were investigated to determine the effect of these variations on
i the airfrsme frequency response.

The conditions listed in table I assumed that the pilotless air-
craft may operate at Mach numbers increasing from 2 to 2.5 at altitudes
from 20,000 feet to 40,000 feet. The two flight conditions chosen
(M=2 at 20,000 feet, and M= 2.5 at 40,0CQ feet) were assumed to
be the extreme operati~” limits for this analysis.

The airfrue inertia was varied from the estimated maximum to the
esthated minimum to determine its effect on the airfrsme respmse char-
acteristics. The effect of this vsriation may be seen in the Nyquist

) diagram of figure 3(a). In the system analyses that follow, the air-
frame response for the 20,000-foot flight condition was calculated
using the lower value of Ix, and the k0,000-foot response with the

higher Ix value.

The aerodynamic damping was reduced to 50 percent of the estimated
values of L“@ to determine the effect on the airframe frequency

-, responses of a possible large over-estimate of L-
@“ W Nyquist

diagrams of figure 3(b) show the effect of decreased dsmping on the air-
frsme frequency response.* The estimated values of L~ were used in the

I

following system analyses.

--=2

r

.
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Figure 3(c) shows the Nyquist plots for the
ditions and are the airfrsme frequency responses
analyses.

NACA R.ML51E07 [

—
chosen flight con- __
used-in system

For the single-degree-of-freedomairframe rolling characteristics,
the semi-log plots similar to figure 2 may also be used in lieu of

..

Nyqui.stdiagrams. When the significance of the Nyquist diagram is under- “~
stood, the useful features of the polar plot are eas”ilyrecognized.on
the semi-log plot. Gain changes desired and comparison of airfrsme
response variations with altitude, Mach number, and other parameter .
changes may be determined directly without recourse tu additional polar
plotting. —

Autopilot-Frequency-ResponseDetermination

Gyro-actuated control.- The frequency response ofthe gyro-actuated ,
autopilot has been shown by bench and flight tests (see reference 2) to
be a constant amplitude ratio and constant (0°) phase angle over the
frequency range of interest. The amplitude ratio of this autopilot may
be adjusted by changing the mechanical gearing between the gyro and
ailerons. The frequency response of the ~o-actuateucontrol is
described by the constant K which may assume any value consistent
with the limitations imposed by the mechanical linkage.

Gyro-actuated control with rate.- The system block diagrsm
including the rate servo may be drawn as fo~ows:

Ld - ba Ld - ba - 6a(ratt3)
Airfrsme

~

....

)—

1“~‘
i~

ba(rate)
Rate servo 4

I aa
Autopilot

The diagrsm indicates that for purposes of analysis the autopilot
and rate-servo frequency responses are introduced septiately. The rate- ~
servo frequency response was determined experimentally for KR = 0.1.

The system frequency response may be adjusted by varyihg either K
or KR.

.

u_

.—

—

—.

,=

*

9
.—

.—
.—

a
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Electronf.c-hydraulic a.utopilot.- The experimentally determined
frequency response of this autopilot is shown in figure 4. The calcu-
lated effect on the frequency response of adding a passive electrical
lead network in cascade with the autopilqt is al,soshown in the figure.
The lead network is described in a sybse~uent section of this paper.

The gain of this autopilot m& be varied by chsnging the level of
the voltage applied to the amplifier. The autopilot frequency response
may be varied by changing the lead network.

System Frequency Responses

Combination of airfreme and autopilot.- The next step in the analy-
sis procedure is the determination of the complete system frequency
response of roll position to a roll torque disturbance @&(@). ~is
response is related to the frequency responses of the airframe and auto-
pilot, as follows:

+

A graphical maneuver simplifies the computationof @o/Ld(@). me M-N

contour chart, which is a Lm-angle chsrt with M-N contours superimposed
and of which figure 5 is an example, allows the closed-loop function

p~Ld(@) to bereaddirectly fromthe curved contours when the product

‘f @/ba(@]a~rfr~e ad Fa/@(@~autopflot, theo~n-loopfre-

quency response, is plotted on the rectmaracoordinates. (Further
information on the use of the M-N contour chart may be found in chap-
ter 8 of reference 4.) The function @o/Ld(ju) may then be determined

‘rem ~(wd~al
FT

● Since the emplitude responses of

,“~ w)
auto ilot

!
ba/Ld(@) =d ~a/@(j~ autopilot me expressed fidecibe~s (db)~

both

from&
tion

eral
.

tith

the amplitude and phase of
~~d(w!lautopilot meYbe subtracted

the amplitude and phase of’ ba/Ld(jm) to determine the ??Ollposi-
frequency response to a roll torqtiedisturbance @o/Ld(@). Sev-
plots of @o/Ld(@) are presented in figure 6(c) in connection
the system analysis.
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The response of ba/Ld(j~) is also of

surface dynamic response to the roll torque

NAC!ARM L5d-E07
. 8

interest; it is the control-

disturbance, and must be *

considered so that &aximum available control-surface deflections may be
set on the basis of the deflections required to correct for the e~ected
disturbance and out-of-trim moments. Maximum hinge--momentestimates
may be based on these deflections.

System including the gyro-actuated control.- Frequency responses _
were determined for the airfrzme ad gyro-actuated-controlsystem
according to the procedure outlined in the preceding section. — .*

Open-loop frequency responses of the airframe ~d gyro-actuated
control with K = 1 as dete~ined on the semi-log graph paper sre
shown in figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) shows the system open-loop frequency
responses for various vslues of coutrol gearing rat~oy K. Figure 6(c)
shows the closed-loop frequency responses correspo~~ing to the open- .. “._._<
loop responses of figure 6(b).

System including the gyro-actuated control and rate.- The analysis
of this system requires that the closed-loop frequency response of the
inner loop (consisting’of the airfrsme and the rati”-servo)be determined; ‘-
the method previously presented for the dglxsrginati~nof over-alQ system
frequency responses is applicable. The over-all sy@em responsemay *–

then be determined by the use of the inner-loop closed-loop frequency-
resyonse characteristicsto represent the dotted box in the following
block diagrsm: v

I
————.— ———-—

I

Ld-ba]
} i- -Airframe

I

I

I

Autopilot

.

.
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The system closed-loop response @o/Ld(jm) may then be determined
from

which is of the ssme form as the previously discussed closed-loop system
responses.

Open-loop frequency responses of the inner loop sre shown on the
M-N contour chart of figure 7(a). The curves of figure 7(b) corre-
sponding to K = 1 (no gain adjustment) represent the closed-loop
frequency responses of the inner loop, as well as the system open-loop
frequency responses. Figure 7(c) presents the closed-loop frequency
responses corresponding to the open-loop curves of figure 7(1))with a
gain adjustment of 6.5 decikels (K = 2.1).

System including the electronic-hydraulic autopilot.- The system
(no lead network) open-loop frequency response for the ~,000-f oot
flight condition is shown on the M-N contour chart of fi&ure 8(a). The
corresponding closed-loop frequency response is shown in figure 8(b).
A discussion on inclusion of a lead network in the system frequency
response is given in the section entitled “DETAILED DESIGN PROCEDURE.”

The remaining
system response to
method of transfer

Transient-Response Determination

step in the analysis procedure is to determine the
an input disturbance as a function of time. A
from the frequency domain to the time domain is given

in reference 7. This method re@ire8 the input to be expressed as a
Fourier series. Each term in the series is then modified by the smpli-
tude and phase characteristics of the system closed-loop frequency
response at a frequency corresponding to the term. The most commonly
used input is the step, or square-wave form. Any other form of input
may be used, provided the input is expressed as a Fourier series, and
the method is properly applied.

A “ramp” function (input magnitude proportional to time) was chosen
as the type of input best describing the roll-torque disturbances (due
to the build-up of angle of attack and/or sideslip when maneuvering)
expected to be applied to this system. The “rsmp” function wave form
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is sketched below:

NACARML51-E07

The series describing this wave form is:. —

where a, b, and c, are defined in the sketch, time is measured from
the point 0, and n is the number of the term, or hsrmonic, in the
series. The values of a used are representative of the build-up time
of singleof attack or sideslip that may be expected to induce rolling .

moments for the respective flight conditions. The value of b was
varied with the system response considered. The value of c chosen
was 0.5 (2C = 1) for sll inputs. The number of harmonics (equal to #

the number of terms) was fixed at 2~ for all transient-response calcu-
lations presented in this paper because a.Fourier synthesizer incorpo-

.—

rating components for 24 harmonics was available for automatic summation
of the series. The input curves as determined from the synthesizer
for the two flight conditions are shown in figure 9. —.—

When the form of the input had been established the system char-
acteristics were superimposed on the input series by inserting the
amplitude ratio R and the phase @e PA in the series expression
as follows:

f(t)
‘2cn~2[*sin(aJ +*]Rsi~(*+p$ ‘-”” _

where the amplitude ratio smd phase angle were read Trom the system

closed-loop frequency response at the frequency = radians per
a+b

second. .7.1

.
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The system response to the abrupt step portion of the input wave
form is of interest as the most tsxing disturbance that maybe applied
to the system. While such a disturbance is not expected, the possi-
bility exists that gust conditions or irregularities in the autopilot
components may give rise to an abrupt rolling moment.

The following conditions or characteristics which ere apparent
from the transient motion are desired of the airfrsme-autopilot system:

(a) A fast, well-damped transient response to a disturbing roll
torque.

(b) A relatively high control gearing ratio ha/@ in the steady-

state (0 = O) condition, which is equivalent to a small roll position
change due to a disturbing roll torque.

(c) The preceding conditions must hold for the entire range of
flight conditions to be encountered.

DETAILED DESIGN PROCEDURE

The purpose
cedures employed

of this portion of the paper is to present the pro-
in attempts to adapt the existing autopilot equipnent

previously discussed to the present roll stabilization requirements.

The design procedure leans heavily on an underspending of the
significance of the graphicsl analysis procedures. The effects of
adjustments to the system open-loop plots on the M-N contour charts in
terms of the resulting changes in the closed-loop responses may readily
be approximated without determination of the entire closed-loop
responses. The system transient characteristics may slso be deduced
from cmeful examination of the system closed-loop frequency responses.

Airframe md ~o-actuated control.- The analysis of this system
showed that, for unit static control gearing, an oscillatory system
response might be expected. The only autopilot adjustment that would
affect the system response characteristics is a change in gain K.
The value of gain was, therefore, reduced from unity to 0.1. The
system dynamic response was improved somewhat, but the static control
geexing was too low to be tolerated. System responses were also deter-
mined for K = 2, to ascertain the system dynsmic characteristics with
a desirable vslue of static control gearing. The system closed-loop
frequency responses for the three values of gain may be compared in
figure 6(c). These closed-loop responses all indicate oscillatory
transient characteristics. Although the shape of the closed-loop
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.

frequency-responsecurves may be improved thereby, fuYther gain reduc-
tion below K = 0.1 would result in unacceptable static characteristics.

—

The conclusion 3.sreached that the gyro-actuated control is not adaptable
to roll stabilizationof the airframe under the expected flight
conditions.

Airfrsme, We-actuated control and rate-servo.- The addition of
the rate-servo to the airfrsme and gyro-actuated autopilot system
changed the shape of the system open-loop frequency re-sponsecurves
(see figure 7(b)). A rate-gyro sensitivity ~ of 0.1 was found to

result in satisfactory system response characteristics when the wo-
actuated autopilot gain was adjusted 6.5 decibels (K = 2.1). The

—

adjusted system closed-loop frequency-response curves for the extreme
flight conditions are shown in figure 7(c).

-—

The physical inclusion of the rate-servo in the system is an
integral part of the system design. To retain symmetry of aileron
motion, it is necessary to add the outputs of the gyro-actuated auto-
pilot snd the rate-servo and to deliver the$e outputs to the ailerons
as~equal differential displacements. ,This may be accomplished with a
relatively complex mechanical linkage.

Airfrsme and electronic-hydraulicautopilot.- The open-loop fre- .
quency response of the airframe and electronic-hydraulicautopilot .-
system for the 40)000-foot flight condition is shown iu figure 8(a).
Obviously, some phase lead must be introduced in,order to produce a v

satisfactory airframe-autopilot system response. Phase lead may be
built into this system by modifying the electrical signals in the auto-
pilot with suitable networks. There sre many passive electrical net- -—

works described in electronics literature that m~ be used with an
—.

electrical system to introduce phase lead or lag, signal gain changes,
and corresponding operating frequency changes. One such network is
shown in figure 22, p. 268 of reference 4. .Thisnetwork is simple,
consisting of two resistors and a condenser, and is extremely versatile.
Variations of the value of the components of this network will adjust
phase lead, amplitudes, and frequencies at which the network is most
effective.

An examination of the airfrsme-plus-autopilot(no lead network)
response on the M-N contour graph paper, figure 8(a), and of the pre-
viously discussed graphical procedure involved in determining the system
closed-loop frequency response to a disturbing ro~ torque, indicate
that excessive increases in gain and phase lead would be undesirable.
That is, the graphical procedure involves determination of the frequency
response of aileron deflection to a roll torque disturbance bs,/Ld($Q}}

“w

snd then division of the ba/Ld(ju)) response by the frequency response

of aileron deflection to roll attitude change, aa/@(w). SinCe ‘e

.- -
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5a/@(~) included the characteristics of the lead network as well as
those of the autopilot,

Ld Ld - ba

I I @o/ Airframe

A 1 1

Z3a J——————..
Autopilot

I
Lead network

l———————— — 1

excessive phase lead and increased gain in this response will result
in an overdsm~d, low-frequency-range closed-loop frequency response,
indicating a slow transient response. An example of this is illustrated
in figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the open-loop response of the system
including an experimentally determined (autopilot and lead network)
frequency response. The system stability appears satisfactory, but the
closed-loop frequency response shown in figure 10(b) is not satisfactory,
since a slow transient response is indicated. In order to improve the
system response, it is necessery to change the autopilot characteristics
such that the end response is as desired with only secondary consider-
ation for the amount of system stability. That is, the degree of system
stability is not apparent from an examination of the system open-locrp
frequency response. An examination of figure 10(a) shows one effect
of excessive phase lead. Shifting the locus to the right on the figure
results in a decreased amplitude response of ba/Ld(~) read from the
closed-loop contours on the figure. A further excessive decrease results
when the large phase-lead and corresponding amplitude characteristics
of the autopilot with lead network ere removed from the 8a/~(W)
response as previously described to yield the closed-loop frequency
response characteristics.

From the above discussion, it may be seen that the response of
b~Ld(jO) must appesr rather underdsmped, so that the resulting closed-

loop system frequency res~nse will not be overdamped. The character-
istics of the lead network shouldbe such that the 5a/Ld(M) peak

must be greater (by a rule-of-thumb factor of 1 to 1.3 times the m = O
system closed-loop smplitude response @o/Ld) tham the autopilot snd
lead network emplitude respo-e b~~ at the frequency corresponding

to the ba/Ld frequency-response peak. Compliance with this require-.
ment is not too difficult for a given condition; the lead network may
readily be changed in a manner to produce the desired characteristics.

-’
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Difficulty does arise in meeting this requirement (and the other desired
characteristicspreviously listed) simultaneouslyfor both extreme

.—

flight conditions considered.
.

.,

It.is desirable from the standpoint of simplicity to fix the aU~O-

Pilot characteristics ha/@(W) for ~1 flight conditions. A corn- ““..:
promise in the system responses for various flight conditions was reached,”
so that a fixed autopilot-characteristic;w~ile-not capable“ofpr6duc”& ‘“ —
an optimum response for all flight conditions, produced an acceptable
response under all flight conditions and a near-optimum response over
a large portion of.the expected flight path. However, lsrge variations
in flight conditions may require that the autopilot characteristics be
changed with Mach number or altitude, or both. Usually changes in
autopilot gain will suffice to adjust the system response for various
conditions encountered along an expected flight path. Auxiliary auto-
pilot equipment may be installed in the airfrsme if it should become
necesssry to provide continuous or incremental gain adjustment as
flight conditions change.

The preceding considerations resulted in the choice of a lead
network that does not contribute an excessive emount “ofphase lead.
Figure n(a) shows the system open-loop frequency responses calculated
for the two extreme flight conditions using a lead network in cascade
with the autopilot. The lead network is defined by u = 3 -d q = 5,

R~ + R2
—

1where a =
R2

and~=—
RIC in the following sketch:

. . . (-J. .,. ,;- . . . . .,

4
% ~

#

el R2
9

The calculated effect of this lead network on the autopilot frequency
response may be seen in figure 4.

The autopilot gain was assumed to be adjusted to give the equiv-
lent of a lead network response of unity at “u = O. This may be

..

—.

—

—.

e

“

.
. -- .—

—

.
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accomplished physically by increasing the voltage at the gyro potenti-
ometer pickoff by a factor equal to a. The network response is then:

Figure 11(c) shows the system transient responses (corresponding
to the closed-loop frequency responses of figure n(b)) to the rap
inputs for both flight conditions. The response to the step portion
of the input is seen to be somewhat slow. The autopilot control-
geering ratio b~@ in the steady-state (a = O) condition is unity

for the system of figure 1.1. It is desirable to increase both the
speed of the system response and the ratio 8a/@ at U.)=0.

Previous experience with the system has shown that increased gain
in the open loop increases the system operating frequency. hcreased
gain is a direct result of increasing the control-gearing ratio. Thus
the basic requirements for the desired improvements in the system
response are compatible. However, the system response with the a = 3,

% = 5 lead network is not well-adapted to changes in gain. The

“bucket” (low-frequencyrange amplitude response less than the m = O
amplitude response) shown in the curves of figure n(b) contributes to
the slow system response. Rough checks at a few frequency pints of
the adjusted open-loop response curve indicated that the desired gain
adjustment alone would not remove the bucket. Examination of the
autopilot-airfrsme (no lead network) closed-loop frequency response
shown in figure 8(b) indicates that the bucket is caused by the lead
network. A change in the network in the frequency range up to the
system operating frequency would probably reduce or eltiinate the
bucket. Increasing the value of ~ was found to result in a change

in the,desired direction. Figure 12(a) shows the system open-loop
responses with the lead network a = 3 and ~ = 50. Figuie 12(a)

also shows the curves for the open-loop responses with a gain adjustment
of 12 decibels. The closed-loop responses of the system with the
adjusted gain are shown in figure 12(b). (The 12-db gain corresponds
to a control-gearing ratio 5a/@ of 3.98, which is desirable.) How-

ever, the u = 3, ~ = 50 network represents an over-correction of the

previously discussed bucket condition; the high (compared to the m = O
amplitude) values of the closed-loop peak amplitude responses of fig-
ure 12(b) indicate oscillatory transient responses for both flight
conditions. Some additional increase in system gain would tend to
reduce the magnitudes of the peaks in the @o/Ld(~) responses, would

increase the speed of the system transient responses, and would increase
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the control-gearingratio. Unfortunately, there are physical ltiitations
to discourage extremely high gains. Chief among these Mmitat ions is
the possibility of autopilot emplifier saturation. Another limitation

.

(dependent on the lead-network effeet enlthe gain adjustment) is in ‘”
the resulting control-surface deflections. As stated previously, the
response read from the closed-loop contours of the M-N contour graph

—

is the response of ~a/Ld(#J)* Examination of figure 12(a) (gain

adjusted 12 db) shows a peak in the ~~Ld(K) response of 11 decibels

for the h,000-foot flight condition.
—

This peak is indicative of a
large over-shoot in the transient response of aileron deflection to a
disturbing roll torque and a large control-surface deflection mean?

.-

more stringent autopilot servomotor requirements.

It is apparent that characteristics approaching those desired of
the system may be realized with a lead network between the a = 3,
~ =5 network and the a= 3, ~ =50 network.

System freque~y responses are shown in figures 13 and 14, with
lead networks described by a = 3, ml = 15 and a = 3, q = 20,

respectively. The system of figure 13 has a gain ad~ustment of
8 decibels, while that of figure 14 has a gain adjustment of 13 decibels. “-
A comparison of figures 13(b) and 14(b) shows that while either pair
of closed-loop responses represents a good compromise of gain adjust-

.?

ment over the expected range.of flight conditions, the system with the
a= 3, q = 20 network results in higher operating frequencies and b

higher static control gearing. As previously stated, difficulties w
be encountered in adjusting the autopilot to high values of gain. The
13-decibel gain adjustment required to produce the responses of fig-
ure 14 may not be physically realizable. The system of figure 13 is
physically realizable. It may be concluded that either the more
desirable system of figure 14 or the satisfactory system of figure 13
will result in satisfactory roll-stabilization characteristics with
fixed gain over the range of flight conditions. -.-—

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Airfreme and w o-actuated control system.- The proved capabilities
and simplicity of the gyro-actuated autopilot point-out the advantages
of this system where a no-lag roll-stabilizationautopilot is adequate.
Unfortunately, the gyro-actuated control is also a ire-leadautopilot;
that is, the frequency resgonse of this autopilot is a constant empli-
tude ratio and constant (O ) phase angle for the frequency range in ‘“‘“

which it has been tested, and its physical make-up is such that only the
static gain (ratio of Es/@ at u = O) may be adjusted. Maximum gains .
ere limited by autopilot physical characteristics such as cam slope
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(mechanical advantage) and force output available. Minimum gains me
limited by the allowable vsriation in roll position of the airframe
under consideration.

In the course of the design procedure, it was seen that the auto-
pilot gain would have to be reduced to K = 0.1 to improve the degree
of system stability noticeably. This gain reduction means that 6J@
in the steady state is 0.16 or that the airframe must roll 10° to enable
the autopilot to produce 1 of correcting aileron deflection. The maxi-
mum disturbing roll torque to be encountered by this airframe is est-
mated to be equivalent to 4° of aileron deflection. Maximum out-of-
trim rolling moment due to construction assymetry is estimated to be
equivalent to 2° of aileron deflection. The sum of these two rolling
moments would cause the tiperfectly stabilized airframe to rolJ to &
angle of 60° in the steady-state condition. This ch~e inrol.1 pos~-

tion is excessive. For this airframe, roll-position variations of
less than *lOO are desired. In addition to poor static characteristics,
the responses of figure 6(c) indicate undesirable _ics for the
system with K = 0.1 as well. The resonsnt frequencies are low, indi-
cating low system operating frequencies and the peak amplitudes indi-
cate that even with this low K, the system responses would be some-
what oscillatory.

.

The system transient responses #o/Ld(t) were determined from the
Fourier synthesizer for the airframe and gyro-actuated control system.
Responses with K = 1 and K . 2, more practical values of control
gesring, are shown in figure 15. These responses confirm the conclu-
sions based on the closed-loop frequency responses. The poor system
static characteristics with greatly reduced gain and the oscillatory
transient responses for all practical values of control gearing K
combine to make this autopilot unsatisfactory for all values of gain.

Airfrsme, gyro-actuated control, and rate servo.- The rate servo
was added to the airfrsme and gyro-actuated control system to introduce
additional &ping, thereby improving the system response character-
istics. Transient responses of this system corresponding to the
closed-loop frequency responses of figure 6(c), are shown in figure 16.
These tr~sient responses are satisfactory. The 6.5-decibel gain
ad~ustment corresponds to a control gearing ratio of 2.1, so’system
static characteristics are satisfactory. The peaks in the ~a/Ldj~
responses do not exceed 2 decibels, indicating that aileron deflections
would be held to small values.

There are several features of this system that must be considered.
in addition to the characteristics just discussed. The sensitivity
adjustment of the rate-servo requires a considerable amount of time
snd skill. The linkage required to perform the addition of the rate.
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and position outputs and to transform these outputs.into differential
aileron deflections would be of a complex design and difficulties ~
would certainly be encountered in assembly. These mechanical difficul- -
ties, while not insurmountable, contribute to render this an undesirable
system.

Airframe and electronic-hydraulicautopilot.- Because of the
mechanical difficulties discussed in the previous ~ection, the advan-

—

tages of the electronic-hydraulicautopilot are more easiiy appreciated.
Effective dqing may be introduced into this syste% readily, end tb

—

linkage between the hydraulic servomotor and the control surfaces may
be quite simple.

Figures 17 and 18 show the system transient responses to the ramp
inputs corresponding to the closed-loop “frequencyresponses of fig-
ures 13(b) and lk(b), respectively. Either of the two systems is
acceptable from the standpoint of response characteristics. The —

detailed design section of this paper pointed out that the gain adjust-
ment of 13 decibels applied to the system of figure 18 is the more
desirable from the standpoint of static control gearing, but the required
gain may not & physically realizable for the existing autopilot and
the lead network. The 8-decibels gain,adjustment applied to the system
of fQure 17 is physically realizable and the resulting control gearing ~
is acceptable. The peaks in the b~Ldjw response of figure 13(a)

for the a = 3, al = 15 system do not exceed 6.5 decibels, which is a

ratio of 2.1. For the a = 39 q = 20 system, the
.

~a/Ld(~) peaks
(fig. 14(a)), do not exceed 7.5 decibels, which is a ratio of 2.4. On
the basis of the previously mentioned estimates of out-of-trim moments
and applied rolling disturbances, the IRsxlmumcontrol-surface deflec-
tions required for the systems of figures 11 and 12 would be less than
10.4° and 11.60, respectively. Original estimates of maximum control-
surface deflections for the airfrsme used in preliminary hinge-moment
estimates were *20°, so either of these two systems would allow a
large margin of sefety over initial estimates.

Ih spite of the uncertainty connected with the high gain corres-
ponding to the system characteristics shown in figure 18, these
res~nses remain an important part of the analysis. In the building
and subsequent testing of the two networks, it may be found that the
networks will not have exactly the characteristics described by the
mathematical representation presented earlier. Decreased amounts of
phase lead in the eqerimentally determined network response character-
istics

system

the a
system

may cause the a = 3> ~ = 15 network to have & effect on the

response similsr to that computed for the a = 3, al = 5 network; -

= 3, ml = 20 network may, by the same token, require a smaller
gain adjustment than the analysis indicates. .
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Availability of network c&rponents may result in a network described
by a = 3.1, perhaps. A suitable gain ad~ustment might then he made to
produce acceptable system responses. The sddition to the autopilot of
one of these two networks with suitable gain adjustment will result in
a satisfactory roll autopilot for the airframe, under the expected flight
conditions.

Contribution of method of analysis to system design.- The design
procedures employed in the choice of a suitable lead network to be used
with the electronic-hydraulic autopilot illustrate the value of the
graphical methods of analysis. While a initial trisl-and-error
approach is required, the effects of psrsmeter changes on the curve
shapes soon lead to “educated guesses” and finally result in a direct
approach to the design required to produce the desired system responses.
The ~aphs sre especially useful in simultaneous design for two flight
conditions; the effect of psrsmeter changes on both curves may ‘be
checked quickly and unsuitable combinations discsrded without wasted
effort.

CONCLUSIONS

“Thesystem anslyses and autopilot design
lead to the following conclusions:

considerations presented

1. The electronic-hydraulic autopilot with a suitable massive
electrical lead network w%l provide s&isfactory system respanse char-
acteristics over the expected range of flight conditions with fixed
gain. No difficulties are anticipated in adding the lead network to
the autopilot. This autopilot appears to meet all the requirements for
roll.stabilization of the airframe and is considered suitable for flight
testing.

2. The graphical procedures employed in system analyses provide
an insight into the effect of parameter variations on the system char-
acteristics snd indicate a direct approach to system design.

3. The airframe rolling chwacteristics under the expected flight
conditions require autopilot characteristics beyond the range of adjust-
ments that may be made to the ggro-actuated control. The ~ro-actuated
control is not a satisfactory autopilot for the airframe under
consideration.

4. The addition of the rate gyro-pneumatic servo to the airfrme
snd gyro-actuated control allows adjustments of both control compments
to be made which result in good system response characteristics for
both extreme flight conditions. However, this autopilot srrangemnt
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.

is not considered desirable because of the mechanical complexities
involved in adding the outputs of the autopilot components.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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I Psrameter

~, Slug-ftp

TABLE I

AIRFRAME PMMMETER VARIATIONS

Parameters Considered

Variation

2.0 ~d 2.5

20,000 and 11.0,000

2.5 ~d 3

Estimated values
and one-half
estimated values

Reason for consideration

Expected flight conditions

Estimated maximum and minimum
values

Effect of large overestimate
on airframe characteristics

Values of Parameters Used in System Analyses

I

v Ix
Flight condition

(ft-lb/’r~dian/sec) (slug-ftp)

M= 2 at 20,000 ft -6.87 2.5

M = 2.5 at 40,000 ft -2.99 3.0

%*

(ft-lb/radian)

850

377 ● 5

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Figure 2.- ~fcal air* @/8a frequency response graphical
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$. .252;~. 0.6; IX =2.5;constmction on semllog graph paper.

~ = 2.5; altitude, 40,000 feet; I+ = * e’.timatlxlvalue.
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(a) Comparison of airframe @/ba frequency responses for varying Ix.

M = 2.5; altitude, ~,000 feet; estimated value of L~.

Figure 3.- Nyquist diagrams of airframe frequency responses for inertia-,
aerodynamic-, and flight-parameter changes.
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(b) Comparison of airframe @/ba frequency responses for varying

aerodynamic damping. M = 2.5; altitude, @,00o feet; Ix = 2.5.
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“

Figure 3.- Continued.
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(a) @/8a alrfram frequency re6ponsea constructed graphically on

aemilog graph paper for the amumd extrem conditions of flight.

mgure 6.- Serles of graphs used to analyze the characteristicsof the
air~ and ~o-actuated- control roll-atald.lizations~ten.
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(b) Plots of system open-loop frequency responses for three values of K

(gain adjustment ) on M-M contour chart. Closed-1oop contours (other

than O db) titted for simplicity.

Figure 6,- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Frequency reBponses of the air* and electronic-hydraulic

autopilot with a lead network. Lead network and autopilot combined
frequency response experimentally determined.
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(b) Clbsed-loop system frequency responses,
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(a) open-loop frequency responses on M-N contour chart. Closed-loop
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(a) System open-loop frequency ~sponses on M.-N contour chart. Closed-

100P contours (otherthan 6 db) omitted.

Mgure 13.- Responses of the system includi~ the airframe and electronic-
hydraulic autopilot with u = 3, q . 15 ~~ ne~rk.
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Figure 13.- Concluded,
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Figure 15. - Transient responses of PO to the ramp input of Ld for --—

the airframe snd gyro-actuated control system, for two values of
control-gearing ratio K at the 20,000-foot (least oscilhtory)
flight condition. Input period, 3.14 seconds. Zer~.time arbitrarily “

chosen during the Fourier synthesizer cycle.
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Figure 16.- Transient responses of the system including the airframe,
gyro-actuated control, and rate gyro-pneumatic servo to the ramp
input of Ld for the extreme flight conditions. Rate-servo etatic
sensitivity, O.1. Gyro-actuated-control K = 2.1. Zero time
arbitrarily chosen during the Fourier synthesizer cycle.
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Figure 17. - Transient responses of the airf%me and el~tronic-hydraulic “- .:
autopilot with a = 3> q = 15 lead network tO the ramp inpUt Of Ld
for the extreme flight conditions. Gain adjusted 8 ~ecibels. Zero .—

time arbitrarily ‘chosenduring the Fourier synthesizer cycle. —

“
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Figure 18.- Transient responses of the airfhx%meand electronic-hydraulic
autopilot with a = 3, q = 20 lead network, to the ramp input of Ld

for the extreme flight conditions. Gain adjusted 13 decibels. Zero
time arbitrarily chosen during the Fourier synthesizer cycle.
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